
SM624
SEMI-AUTOMATIC
TYRE CHANGER

Semi-automatic tyre changer for 
12’’-24’’ wheels, with swing arm 
and turntable shape particularly 
suitable for mobile service.
Complete with automatic lubricator, 
tyre lever, grease container holder 
and grease brush

www.cemb.com



■ Proven and reliable semi-automatic swing arm configuration and manual locking system of the vertical working arm

■ 2 way rotation self-centering turntable, also ideal to be used with optional motorcycle adapters UMA (clamping capacity 
7”-23”);

■ Automatic lubricator and pedal protection supplied in standard configuration

■ Tool head complete with plastic protection inserts for alloy rims

■ Reinforced body to be coupled with the patented pneumatic device UHP, auxiliary system available on demand to mount 
and demount particularly tough or low profile tyres

 

   CORE OF TECHNOLOGY

SM624

12” - 24” 
12” - 22” 
14” - 24” 
1000 mm (39.5”) 
320 mm (12.5”)
2800 kgf (6175 lbf) 
10 rpm 
1,8 kW 
8-10 bar (116-145 psi)
< 70 ± 3 dB (A)
190 kg
H max 1825 x L max 940 x W max 1120 mm

Clamping capacity
External clamping
Internal clamping 
Max wheel diameter
Max wheel width
Bead breaker force  
Turntable speed
12-24V motor
Operating pressure
Noise level
Net weight
Overall dimensions

OPTIONS
       

 
UHP S22
Universal pneumatic device that facilitates mounting/demounting 
of low-profile or particularly difficult tyres such as Run-flat or UHP

KIT BPS
Auxiliary arm to facilitate the mounting/demounting operations on 
particularly difficult tyres

CEMB S.p.A. 
Via Risorgimento, 9 
23826 Mandello del Lario (LC) - Italy 
www.cemb.com

Garage equipment division 
CEMB - ITALY 
Plant and Training Center 
Phone +39 0341 706111
garage@cemb.com

Semi-automatic tyre changer, particularly suitable for mobile service, conceived to mount and demount car, light commercial 
vehicle and, using an on-purpose optional clamping kit, motorcycle wheels. SM624 can be equipped with the patented 
pneumatic device UHP. Power Supply: 12V - 1.8 kW - 65 A - 8/10 bar.
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All the data and features mentioned in this catalogue are purely for information and do not 
constitute any commitment on the part of our company, which reserves the right to make any 
and all alterations it may consider suitable without notice.


